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Dear AIPB Member:

* IRS focuses on new identity theft and other scams. There has been a spike
in tax-related ID theft, internet fraud and similar crimes. Small businesses, tax 
pros and individuals are primary targets. The IRS is acting to avoid losing tax 
revenues, warn taxpayers and help victims. The IRS is strongly advising tax pros
to increase their defenses against various types of cyber fraud. Here’s a roundup
of recent advice on combatting the emerging cybercrime waves:

Tax pros. Thieves remotely take over the tax pro’s computer and use the tax prep 
software to file numerous fraudulent returns claiming refunds with the pro’s ID 
number. Expect a wave of attacks during the coming tax season.

AIPB tip: Tax pros should access their online PTIN accounts to verify the number of client tax returns filed under their PTIN. 
The data are updated weekly. Details at www.irs.gov/uac/tax-professionals-monitor-your-ptin-for-suspicious-activity.

An IRS YouTube video shows how client data are sold and then used for ID theft and
offers tips such as using security software, creating stronger passwords, avoiding
phishing emails and protecting access to electronic and paper files. Available 
at the IRS YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLSaKHbHYdc. For details on 
protecting client data, visit www.irs.gov/protectyourclients. [IR 2016-116; IRS 2016-199]

Tax pros get emails that seem to be from their software company. Recipients are 
told to click a link in the email so they can download a free update of their tax 
prep software. That web page downloads software to track the tax pro’s keystrokes
and transmit other sensitive data to the thieves. 

Tax pros should avoid clicking on links or attachments in emails unless they are
certain who sent the email. Program updates should be obtained from the software 
provider’s main web page or the update function in the software program. Tax pros
also should use strong passwords and change them regularly.

AIPB tip: Tax pros who do not adequately protect clients’ data might be liable for damages related to the data theft.
AIPB tip: Small firms should ask their preparers what steps they have taken to protect client data. All of the small firm’s 
security efforts could be wasted if the tax preparer loses its data.

Victims. Employment-related ID theft is the use of someone’s personal information
to get a job. The IRS is likely the first to discover the theft because it will see a
major discrepancy between the taxpayer’s income tax return and income reported to
the IRS by third parties. Almost 1.1 million taxpayers were victims of employment-
related ID theft between Feb. 2011 and Dec. 2015.

In 2017, the IRS will notify suspected victims of employment-related ID fraud and
set up a way to notify the SSA of discrepancies. But the program is for new victims, not
those who were victimized before 2017. And, it does not notify employers. [Tax Notes Today]

* Fraud prevention to delay some refunds. The 2015 PATH Act requires the IRS to
withhold tax refunds until Feb. 15 for any return that includes the earned income 
tax credit or the refundable portion of the child tax credit. The goal was to reduce
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Text Box
Getting HackedDo not assume hackers will ignore you because you’re small. A report by Keeper Security and the Ponemon Institute reveals that roughly half of all small businesses have been hacked within the last year, possibly due to poorer security than large corporations, but also to being less careful with the security they have. The first step to improved security is to know what the most common forms of cyber attacks are:*  Advanced persistent threats (APTs). Long-term hacks that compromise a targeted system in phases.*  Distributed denial of service (DDoS). A server is swamped with so many requests that the targeted system or website is shut.*  Inside attack. Someone with administrative privileges, usually a current or former employee, has access to confidential data. Employees who leave should immediately have their system access revoked.*  Malware (“malicious software”). Any program introduced into your system to cause damage or gain unauthorized access.*  Password attacks. Hackers guess until they hit the right PW (brute force attack). They use a program that tries different combinations of dictionary words (dictionary attack); or they track all of the user’s keystrokes, including PWs (keylogging).*  Phishing. Getting sensitive data such as logins and credit card info by enticing you to go to websites that seem legitimate but are not.The next step is to add security to your system, such as:*  Antivirus software. Defends against most types of malware.*  Firewalls. Help prevent unauthorized users from accessing computers or networks.*  Data backup solutions. Recover lost data that has been stored at another location.*  Encryption software. Protects sensitive data by encrypting it.*  Two-step authentication software. Reduces the possibility of a password being cracked by requiring two unique pieces of information for log-in.*  Cybersecurity Insurance. Helps recoup losses and expenses associated with a data breach. Make sure the policy includes first-and third-party coverage, to cover first-party costs such as business interruption, legal fees, public relations, etc.; and third-party costs such as lawsuits for exposure of customers’, vendors’ or other outsiders’ sensitive data.Lastly, best business practices may seem unimportant, but they matter:*  Keep your most-used software up to date.*  Educate employees on how to recognize a data breach as well as best practices to avoid one.*  Put formal security policies in place; the most important one is strong passwords.Source: Sammi Caramela, “Cybersecurity: A Small Business Guide,” www.businessdaily.com July 11, 2016


